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CH 17: Sampling and Inferential Statistics 
 Assignment Sheet (Part 1) 

 
# Read Section  

Record Notes and ?s 
 Do ALL Problems 

ALL refer to WRITTEN exercises  
  Practice Extend 

1 
Normal Distribution Review 

Measures of central tendency (17-1) on p. 639 
Measures of variability (17-3) on p. 653  

p. 666 class exercises #10ab  
p. 658 #5, 7, 9, 10 

p. 658 #14, 15, 16, 17 

2 Sampling Approach & Methods 
17.5   p. 669-674 

“Day 2 HW” worksheet p. 673 #1-4, 6, 11 

3 Sampling and Inference 
17.5   p. 669-674 “Day 3 HW” worksheet 

4 Sampling Activity 
Revisit all classwork and homework activities completed up to 
this point to make sure you understand the concepts we have 
studied so far. 

5 Distribution of Sample Means 
17.4   p. 660-669 

“Day 2 HW” worksheet p. 667 #1, 6, 7, 8, 11, 16 
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HOMEWORK EXPECTATIONS:  
• JOT DOWN NOTES on the vocabulary terms and/or examples before you begin working through HW 

problems. Use the first column of your syllabus as a guide to the most important items. 
• SHOW ALL WORK on HW problems. It will make your life easier the next day when checking and 

correcting your work. You will not get credit for a list of answers as your hw. 
• TRY YOUR BEST on all hw problems, even if you’re not sure how to do some. Sometimes you may 

figure something out as you’re trying things.  Never leave a problem totally blank. 
• WRITE QUESTIONS for problems that you have trouble with or are stuck on. 
• CHECK ODD PROBLEMS as you do your homework. Mark problems right or wrong on the page. 

Check them even if you’re confident they’re right.  Answers to even problems will be posted at the start 
of class. 

• SPEND 30-45 MINUTES on your homework each night, undistracted by other things. If you are 
multitasking (e.g. facebook is open, friends are texting, watching tv, etc.) then expect to spend more 
time. 

• AFTER ONE HOUR, if you are still working, pack it up and plan to schedule some extra help for that 
section. 

• CORRECT WORK AND TAKE NOTES the next day in class during hw review. It will be helpful to 
you when you go back to study for the quiz or test. 

 
 
 
 
HOW WILL YOU STUDY FOR THE TEST? 
 

q Practice with flashcards for memorizing radian measures 
q Practice with flashcards for memorizing sin, cos, tan for special angles 
q Make a study guide – divide your paper into 6 sections, and gather important facts and info for each 

section of the chapter.  The Chapter Summary is a good resource for this. 
q Re-do HW problems that you got wrong, or were confused about.  Then find others like it in the book 

and do those too.  
q Do Review Problems, either from the chapter test or the review sheet 
q Fix quiz questions you got wrong.  
q Quiz yourself on important facts using your study guide 
q Work on your problem set – some of the problems are great for reviewing important concepts.  

 
Do some or all of these to help you study DURING the course of the chapter (not just the night before the test).
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Chapter 7 PROBLEM SET  Due day after Test 
 
The Problem Set for Ch. 7 consists of 3 problems.  Please show all work clearly for full credit.  All work shown 
must be neat, legible, clear, and organized.  Answers with no work or explanation will not receive full credit.  
Remember, you are showing me your best understanding of the material and your best work. 
 
Problem I. Choose one of the following problems to complete.  
a.) Suppose you can ride a bicycle a distance of 4 miles in 15 minutes. You ride at a constant speed and the 

bicycle’s wheels have a diameter of 27 inches.  Find the wheels’ approximate rate of turn in rpm. 

b.) A piston rod PQ is 4 units long. It is connected to the rim of a wheel at point P, and to a piston at point Q. 
As P moves counterclockwise around the wheel at 1 radian per second, Q slides left and right along the 
center line of the piston. What are the coordinates of P and Q in terms of time t in seconds? Assume that P 
starts at the point (1, 0) when t = 0 seconds.  (Visit http://www.howstuffworks.com/engine2.htm for a 
picture and explanation of how a piston works.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Problem II. Choose one of the following writing prompts to respond to. 
a.) Choose an inverse trigonometric function (Sin-1, Cos-1, or Tan-1).  Sketch the graph of the original trig 

function, and the inverse function showing the range restrictions.  Label your graphs clearly. Write a 
paragraph explaining why these restrictions are necessary, how the range was chosen, and why it makes 
sense to choose that particular range (as opposed to some other range). Pictures and examples are 
encouraged to help illustrate your explanation. 

b.) The following expression always has the same answer for values of x in −1 ≤ x ≤ 1.  Find this value. Then 
write a paragraph explaining why this expression always has that constant value. Pictures and examples 
are encouraged to help illustrate your explanation. 

Sin−1x + Sin−1 −x( )  
Problem III.  

Prepare a summary table for the six trigonometric functions introduced in this chapter. The table should 
give the defining ratio, the domain, the range, the period, and a sketch of the graph of each function with 
key points clearly labeled. 

 
 

PROBLEM SET POLICIES & GUIDELINES 
• You may work together with other STUDENTS in this course on these problems. You may not ask for 

or accept work or answers produced by or with a teacher, tutor, or other adult.  
• The work you turn in must be YOUR OWN. If you work together with others, keep notes, but do your 

final write-up by yourself, when you are alone.  
• You may not copy your answers from another student’s final solution or write-up. That is plagiarizing, 

not working together and will result in the consequences of cheating at BHS (see handbook).  
• If you feel stuck, or are confused about certain concepts, please come to me for some extra help or hints 

to get you ‘unstuck’. I want everyone to be able to reach their best understanding and do good work on 
these problems. 
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